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Yet its concepts and principles have been shrouded in mystery and obscure language. This path-breaking book
strips this ancient science of its mystique and metaphysical pretentions and interprets it to strike common
ground with biomedical science. Concepts like qi and meridians are interpreted not as physical entities, but as
constructs to facilitate diagnosis and therapy using heuristic models. Written for medical professionals,
philosophers of medicine and discerning readers interested in holistic therapies, the book offers a unique
perspective of Chinese medicine in an advanced biomedical world. It has practical chapters on cardiovascular
disease, irritable bowel syndrome and cancer, and a compilation of Chinese herbs. This second edition of the
acclaimed Theory of Chinese Medicine has new material on chronic diseases and the intriguing possible
convergence of biomedicine and TCM. Never the Twain Shall Meet? Reinterpretation and Future Direction
Readership: Medical professionals, both Western medical doctors and TCM practitioners; librarians of TCM
professional associations and teaching institutes; scholars interested in the theoretical basis for Chinese
medicine, and the informed general reader seeking to understand the rationale and applicability of Chinese
medical therapies to enhance their health. To a large extent, this is due to the fact that TCM practitioners have
been unable to explain TCM theories using Western scientific categories. A TCM physician who was also
trained in the philosophy of science at Cambridge and the London School of Economics, Hong Hai offers a
fresh and at times iconoclastic interpretation of Chinese medicine. This is without doubt the most important
contribution to the field in the modern era. At last, Chinese medicine makes sense. Surprisingly accessible,
this work is a must read for doctors East and West. There is much that is highly original in it. This is a book
that anyone with even the slightest interest in complementary medicine should read. It has expanded the
intellectual horizons to better understand traditional Chinese medicine. Thomas Avery Garran Language:
Simon and Schuster Format Available: This book addresses the increasing demand for knowledge of how to
integrate plants from outside the standard Chinese materia medica into the fold of Chinese medical practices in
the West. It is the first in-depth guide to using Western herbs exclusively according to the theories, diagnoses,
and treatments of traditional Chinese medicine that harmonizes the unique terminology and theories of TCM
with other botanical medicines. The book contains 58 monographs, illustrated with full-color photographs, of
herbs commonly used by Western herbalists. Each herb is grouped by the basic categorization for medicinals
in Chinese medicine, such as Herbs that Resolve the Exterior and Herbs that Regulate Blood. The monographs
detail the energetics, function and indication, channels entered, dosage and preparation, and contraindications
of each plant. The author also explains how to use the herbs to modify standard formulas used in everyday
Chinese herbal medicine, based on his own clinical experience. An appendix of Western Analogs for Chinese
Herbs further highlights 40 Chinese medicinals that have related species growing in the West.
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A dictionary of practical medicine: comprising general pathology, the nature and treatment of diseases with numerous
prescriptions for the medicines recommended and an appendix of approved formulae.
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Page - A Dictionary of Practical Medicine: Comprising General Pathology, the Nature and Treatment of Diseases,
Morbid Structures, and the Disorders especially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and to the different Epochs of Life; with
numerous approved Formulae of the Medicines recommended.
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A dictionary of practical medicine: comprising general pathology, the nature and treatment of diseases, morbid
structures, and the disorders especially incidental to climates to the sex, and to the different epochs of life with
numerous prescriptions for the medicines recommended; a classification of diseases according to pathological.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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A Dictionary of Practical Medicine Average rating: 0 out of 5 stars, based on 0 reviews Write a review This button opens
a dialog that displays additional images for this product with the option to zoom in or out.
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I received the book, 'The Practical Dictionary of Chinese Medicine' direct from Amazon. I have to say, there's nothing
like it in English that I have encountered so far in my studies of Chinese medicine dating back to
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A Practical Dictionary of Chinese Medicine is an original work compiled from the Chinese sources cited in the
bibliography. Please see the Compilers' Preface for.
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